
Editor’s NotE

A Good Sign?

The industry is still talking about the Mortgage Cadence acquisition of Prime Alliance. In fact, we’ve talked about Mortgage 
Builder acquiring GCC, D+H acquiring Avista Solutions and Ellie Mae acquiring DataTrac, all in the past few months. There 
have been a lot of acquisitions and I expect that more are on the way.

What struck me about the Mortgage Cadence deal is how it was described. I asked executives from both sides of this deal to put 
it into larger context. “The market has changed dramatically,” pointed out Joe Brancucci, founder, chairman, and CEO of Prime 
Alliance Solutions, Inc. “Credit unions are seeing their market share increase. We think that this trend will continue as consumers 
look for a trusted advisor. This acquisition is about offering a state-of-the-art platform to prepare the client for the future.”

“This is about two innovative companies coming together,” added Michael Detwiler, chief executive officer and chairman of 
Mortgage Cadence. “This is about offering the best customer service. We are very optimistic about the future of the lending space. 
We continue to see clients look for true innovation vs. just maintaining the status quo. That’s what we’re achieving here.” 

This took me by surprise. When I ask the acquiring company why they bought this new company they usually say something 
like, “Their roster of customers includes some of the biggest and most respected lenders in the country. With this acquisition 
nearly a third of all residential mortgages originated in the United States will be able to flow through our combined system.”

Or they might say, “This acquisition is fully aligned to our strategic approach – in fact, customers have told us unequivocally 
that they want us to extend our offering. With this acquisition we’ve added a fast-growing LOS business featuring proven 
capabilities that are highly synergistic to those that we offer. Together, we now support the entire mortgage origination process 
for U.S. lenders and provide customers with a comprehensive suite of products that enable efficient, effective growth from 
origination through to closing.”

In other words, they talk about acquiring market share or being end-to-end. The executives at Mortgage Cadence however 
rejected this usual talk and instead talked about customer service and innovation. Is this just talk? We’ll have to see, but even 
just talking about innovation is a good thing in my book. ❖
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PS. Your comments are welcome. Please E-mail letters to letters@progressinlending.com. Include your name, address and 
a daytime telephone number. Letters are subject to editing and are presumed to be for publication unless the writer specifies 
otherwise.
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